Illia Strikhar is a Product Designer helping companies create better
online products that actually make difference.
Below you may find some of my work, all completed as part of
Creative360 team. Due to NDA’s I can’t disclose names & logos.

Student social
network

Bhounce
🤐
is a social network for universities. It lets students discuss

iOS

local news, sell stuff, create events, and more.

MVP development

My challenge was to come up with a lean MVP and design interactive

Interactive wireframes

wireframes.

🤐

Students are more reluctant to use Facebook and

🤐

Twitter as it’s the media of their parents, so a client
had this great vision of a social network tailored for
millennials.
Clearly, the success of the app depended on its
personality – on how delightful, fun, and modern it
would be. Since I live close to FSU I had an almost
unlimited access to our target audience.
After conducting on-site interviews I got a grasp of
similar popular apps (👻 , Peach, Houseparty, etc),
which then served as an inspiration for an MVP
development.
During preliminary usability testings I conducted
together with a founder at UCLA the buzzwords
students used to describe the app was “cool” and
“fun” which meant the main objectives were met.

Below you may find some of the wireframes for the Student social network iOS app.

🤐

🤐
🤐

Business appointments

iOS

FastQ
🤐
allows people to book and manage appointments with local

Web

businesses.

MVP development

My challenges included:

Interactive wireframes

1. To come up with an MVP & wireframes for an iOS app;
2. To come up with an MVP & wireframes for a web dashboard

The main objective was to provide an effortless way to
schedule appointments at a variety of businesses
(from DMVs to local banks).
I had to make sure FastQ
was easy to use by both
🤐
customers and business employees. The product had
to be user-friendly for people of different nationalities
and ages.

🤐

Luckily, the founder had years of experience working
at DMV in California. So he knew all the ins and outs of
how the system should work. After obtaining all the
information from him I created an MVP narrative part
of which you may see on the right.

Below you may find some of the wireframes for Business appointments iOS app and web dashboard.
🤐

🤐

🤐

🤐

🤐

Food social network

iOS

🤐
Foode
is an iOS app that helps people find best food nearby.

MVP development

My challenges included:
1. To come up with an MVP & wireframes for an iOS app (users);

Interactive wireframes

2. To come up with an MVP & wireframes for an iOS app
(restaurants)

What made this app unique is that it allowed to search
for various food around you – based on such
preferences as cuisine, price, ingredients, and
allergies. It meant there were many personas I had to
consider, but at the same time the MVP had to stay
simple and focused on just quickly finding any dish.
After working through all use-cases I came up with an
MVP with a feed of recommended dishes as a centrepoint (based on user’s searches and interactions) and
a search overlay available from every screen.

Below you may find some of the wireframes for Food social network iOS app.
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🤐
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Gift cards

iOS

SeepCards
🤐
is an iOS app that helps people buy and sell gift cards.

MVP development

My challenge was to come up with a lean MVP and design interactive

Interactive wireframes

wireframes.

🤐
🤐

My market research showed there was no iOS app that
would provide convenient experience both for buying
and selling gift cards.
🤐
So I had to make sure SeepCards
would cover all

possible scenarios in a minimum amount of steps.
After deciding on the list of screens and drawing user
flows I came up with an MVP narrative part of which
you may see on the right.

Below you may find some of the wireframes for Gift cards iOS app.
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